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Install the Interactio Smart Boat App (iOS & Android)
1.
2.
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Connect Sensor(s)

Download the Interactio Smart Boat App from Apple’s App store or Google Play and install it on your device.
Once installed, open the Interactio Smart Boat App, make sure Bluetooth is enabled and be sure to tap “Allow”
when asked to use your location.

Notes:
1. In normal operation you should not have to remove the sensor’s cover except to change the battery (approx. every
200 hrs of flow sensing operation).
2. Before installing the sensor in your fuel line, wake it up and make sure it is connected to your smartphone by gently
sucking air through it (do not blow into the sensor as the humidity in your breath will condense inside the sensor).
3. Once installed in the fuel line, the sensor will automatically wake and sleep when it senses fuel flow. If you are trying to
connect it to your phone and it is asleep, wake it up by removing the top cover then press the red power button.

Add your sensor to the app

1.
1.

2.

3.

First, open the app. At the bottom of the screen there are 4 tabs
called Fuel, Sensor, Settings and More. The default tab is the fuel
tab. Begin by tapping the “Sensors” tab then tap “Start Scanning”.
Next, insert the supplied CR2450 battery into your sensor with the +
facing up.Your sensor should appear within a few seconds. If it does
not, press the red reset button on the sensor and try again.
Once your sensor is found tap the blue “Stop Scanning” button.

4.

Now your sensor is connected. At this point you need to set up the sensor by
giving it a name. With version 2.0.0 and above, you must select the name
from a list. The names correspond to the location and function of the sensor
- Port, Center or Starboard and Supply or Return. Select the applicable
sensor name from the list by tapping the name field where it says
“Unassigned”. Note that sensors named Unassigned are ignored in fuel flow
and total calculations until they are named. It is recommended to start with
Supply sensors first before Returns. Repeat steps 1-4 for each sensor.

Tap
Tap
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Configure Vessel & App Settings

Set up the Interactio Smart Boat App for your boat
1.

Tap the “Settings” tab. Here you can enter
your vessel name, select which units you
would like to use and enter the capacity of
your fuel tank. If you have two or more
tanks, enter the sum of all inter-connected
tanks.
This is also where you set your fuel type
(Diesel or Gasoline) and your hull type (Planing or Displacement).

2.

2.

Tap the blue “Add Fuel” button and enter the amount of fuel currently in the tank as accurately
as you can. For example, if you have a 100 gallon tank and it is ¼ full enter “25” in the text box
highlighted by the arrow below:

3.
Tip! If you purchase fuel in different units
from what is displayed, you can temporarily
switch units in the Settings tab which will
change the Capacity and Add Fuel units.
Once added fuel is entered you can then
switch them back.

io

The first time you use the sensor (and any time you add fuel) you need to tell the app how
much fuel you have on-board.

4.

5.

Any time you add fuel to your boat you need to tell the app how much fuel you added. When at
the fuel station, simply enter the amount of fuel you added by using the “Add Fuel” button.
If you need to subtract fuel, for instance if you have been running a Genset for several hours
and know that 4 gallons was used, you can subtract that fuel by entering “4” in the “Subtract
Fuel” field and pressing “Done” on the keyboard. The Fuel Remaining will drop by the
subtracted amount.
To fill the tank to capacity quickly, tap “Fill Up” and the remaining capacity will be added so your
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Mount the Sensor(s)

Before you begin, you will need these parts (included in your Optio Fuel kit) and Tools:
CR2450 Battery

Philips screwdriver

Hose clamps x 4
Knife or tube cutter

Mounting screws with sealing washers x 2

5
Mount Optio Fuel in the boat
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Flat bladed screwdriver or
nut driver
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Mounting screw
locations:

Remove top cover by removing 4 flat head
M4x10 screws.
Install a new CR2450 battery with the positive
side up.
Mount your Optio Fuel flow sensor(s) to a
suitable bulkhead, transom or other mounting
surface using 2 sealing mounting screws
through the mounting holes. Orientation
matters and the sensor should be mounted
on a vertical surface, ideally with the logo up
and the barbs facing left and right. Try not to
install flat on a horizontal surface. If you are
not using the mounting screws, make sure to seal the holes with tape or
similar to prevent moist air making contact with the circuit board.
Do not use the sensor as a guide when drilling the holes - use the
supplied template (see last page).
Re-install top cover.

Warnings:
1. Do not blow compressed air through the sensor or it will void the warranty.
2. Do not disassemble the sensor or it will void the warranty.
3. IMPORTANT! Check for leaks after priming and regularly when engine is
running!

Install Optio Fuel in the fuel line
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

io
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Now cut the fuel line
between the fuel filter/water
separator and the engine in
the location where you want
to mount the sensor.
Slide two hose clamps on
each cut end of the fuel
hose.
Push the two cut hose ends
onto the Optio Fuel hose
barbs. It does not matter
which one is in or out – the
sensor works either way.
Slide clamps over hose
barbs past the bead and and
tighten – do not forget to
double-clamp the hoses!
If your engine is an outboard,
re-prime the fuel line by
squeezing the priming bulb a
few times, otherwise prime
as per your engine
specification.
Once installed it should look
like this:
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Use the App! Optimal and Totals

Finding and running at optimal speed:

The Fuel Totalizer - Trip and Total on Sensors tab:

1.

2.

Your Optio Fuel sensor is now ready to use! Begin by tapping the Fuel
tab. The Fuel tab is the main screen used when running your boat.
Once you start the engine(s) and begin running you will see the
orange fuel flow numbers climb and the range circles will appear on
the map. The blue circle is your current range and the green circle is
your calculated “optimal” range.
When operating, try to line these two circles up by following the
“Throttle” indicators for “Up” and “Down”. When you are at optimal
speed a green ecoRangeTM leaf will appear indicating you are cruising
at optimal speed for your vessel in current conditions.

The Sensors tab covers detailed information about your sensor
including signal strength, battery and sensor identification. A few
things to note:
a.

b.

c.

The number after Optio Fuel is the serial number of your sensor.
This number is also on a sticker on the outside of your sensor and
is intended to be used when you are connecting to a sensor so
you can tell which one you are connecting to.
“Trip” is the relative amount of fuel used since the last reset. It is
intended so you can count how much fuel was used on a
particular trip or portion of a trip. It counts up from 0 until you reset
it (or when the battery is changed on the sensor).
“Total” is the absolute total amount of fuel that has flowed through
the sensor since it’s battery
was first installed. The purpose
of displaying “Total” is it helps
in cases where more than one
phone or tablet is being used
to monitor Optio Fuel
sensor(s). If the Total is
different from when you last left
the boat, it indicates that fuel
has been used since you last
used it. “Total” can also be
used by Fleet operators to
track how much fuel was used
on a particular trip, even if
more than one person/device
is recording fuel in and fuel
out.

Enjoy and safe boating!

io
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Advanced Settings & Diagnostics

The Smart Boat App has an extra tab called “Diagnostics” that offers advanced settings, adjustments and analysis
1.

To open the Diagnostics tab, you
need to tap four times on the
Interactio logo on the settings
tab. This tab is hidden by default
to avoid clutter. Tapping the logo
four times again will hide the
diagnostics tab

3.
Simulate
speed for
testing

Instantaneous
4.
flow rates

K factor to
adjust
calibration

Sensitivity
slider

Adjust the Sensitivity to your desired level.
This setting adjusts how steady the numbers
are on the Fuel tab by applying a rolling
average of 1-40 seconds to the flow
Adjust the K factor to account for things like
fuel used by other systems (gensets,
heaters), temperature compensation, long
times idling with low or zero flow (below 1
GPH), etc. This works as a multiplier so if you
want to adjust to accommodate 3% higher
volume in hotter fuel adjust to 1.03, 6% lower
use 0.94

Tap 4x
Graph area
for live optimal
algorithm
calculations

Sensor pulses where:

- 17 is number of pulses
-

Individual
sensor data

2.

io

Once the diagnostics tab is open
there are many settings and
pieces of information you can
use. Here’s a quick tour:

(Gear rotations) since
the last interval
3050144 is total pulses
from that sensor since
it was powered on

Sensor flow rate

Log erase
functions
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Final Notes

A few final notes that may be helpful:
1. If your sensor is not connected and you think it should be, pull down on
the sensors tab to refresh “known” sensors. If it still doesn’t connect try
Start Scanning. Often this will force the sensor to re-connect more quickly.
2. To use the app you must enable Location Services. Location Services is
used to access the device’s GPS to determine your speed and position.
Speed is used to calculate the optimal range. If Location Services is
disabled, optimal calculations will not work. If you accidentally did not allow
Location Services, you can change it by going to Settings - Interactio and
set “Location” to “Always”. Always is important because it enables the app
to continually to calculate your speed, even when in background mode
(such as when the screen saver turns the display off or when the phone is
in your pocket, you are on a call, etc.).

If you need help or support
our contact information can
be found on the “More” tab.
Contact us by phone:
+1 (877) 304-9476
or email us at:
support@interactio.co

Optio Fuel Mounting Template
1.70” (43.2mm)

0.84” (21.3mm)

Be sure to check all fuel lines for leaks immediately upon
starting engine(s) for the first time after the installation
and regularly thereafter to ensure proper operation!
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